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Who we are

Our Vision

Our Mission

An innovative startup born in 2019 and based in Bologna (Italy)

To become a focal point for the provisioning of solution based on holographic 
projection technologies applied to the retail and automotive industries

To provide solutions based on holographic projection technologies to: 
- retail, in order to increase their overall turnover by improving their clients’ purchasing and consumption 

processes; 
- automotive, by supporting the driver to prevent car accidents and distractions by one side, and empowering 

driving experience on the other.



The Problem
Every year are spent €22 BLN for road damage. 
4 accidents out of 10 occur by distraction. 

In particular: 
- precedence or traffic light; 
- Use of the phone; 
- Collateral effect of high speed;  
- Unsafe position of the driving instrumentation. 
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People are bored of paying for predictable accidents caused by 
distractions and they’re looking for solutions to minimize the 

risk and guarantee a pleasant driving experience.



Solution
It’s a mixed reality system that can display all the 
information necessary for driving, such as 
speedometer, navigator, time, incoming calls,… on 
the windscreen by projecting an hologram. 

The system, by deploying artificial intelligence, is 
able to detect any obstacles on the road, such as 
pedestrians, other cars or objects that obstruct 
the road visibility and viability. 

It will be embedded in the future generation 
vehicles. 
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The Problem
Many shop owners are looking for a solution to: 

- Differentiate themselves by other competitors; 

- Increase the interest of customers who pass next 
to their shop windows.
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Solution
The solution is an innovative multimedia system that 
allows you to: 

- capture the attention of passers-by; 

- Provide content in a different way; 

- Enable an innovative interaction between 
consumer and brand.



Image-Shooter
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Roadmap

holoview

Image-Shooter

 03/2021*



Team



Business Model
Products portfolio (B2B)

Image shooter Holoview 

Fixed price Subscriptions

Holofan

Live by 2021

€2550 €3370

Fixed price Subscriptions

Live by 2021

€780 €2050€135

Unit resales Exclusivity

€2850

To be evaluated after the patent deposit



Competitors
Automotive Retail

- Young, multi-skills and united team 

- Strong IT skills that break down product 
development costs 

- Support from Almacube startup incubator 

- Product customizable and cost efficiency

- Reduced resources to invest 

- Low brand resonance 

- Few data available

- Market in great development 

- Low number of competitors in the 
Italian market 

- Experience economy

- World crisis 

- pandemic 

- Poor knowledge of the sector in Italy 

- Presence of already structured 
companies



Competitors



Why Us?

- Wide view of projection 
- LCD/DLP technology for top 

performance against laser 
technology 

- In-house production of the main 
system components (Hardware/
Software) 

- Low development costs (2020-2021) 
- The system is integrated with the 

environment (sensors/radar/
cameras)

- In-house production of the 
electronic control system 
(Hardware/Software) 

- Complete customization of the 
projection’s layout and content via 
software 

- Our offering foresees plug and play 
solutions 

- Low development costs (2020-2021) 
- Aggressive pricing model



Financial

Retail Balance Sheet
2021 (€) 2022(€)

Totale ricavi 350.936,11 € 1.417.221,11 €
Costi materie prime 193.931,72 € 783.174,26 €

Costi per servizi 13.809,36 € 55.767,74 €

Costi per il personale 25.000,00 € 35.000,00 €

Agenti 29.089,76 € 117.476,14 €

R&D 10.000,00 € 30.000,00 €

Totale costi 35.000,00 € 65.000,00 €

306.830,83 € 1.086.418,13 €
Ebit 44.105,27 € 330.802,98 €



Funds Deployment



Company foundation & 
Patent deposit timeline

- Funds collection 
- Preliminary procedures for 

the company constitution 
- Patent application drafting 

- Registration of the company 
in the Companies Register 

- Request of 3i voucher  
- Filing of the patent 

application 

01/2021 - 02/2021 03/2021 04/2021



Business Advisor & incubator

Established in 1999, Almacube is an incubator 
certified by the Ministry of Economic 
Development.  

Since 2017 it has been renewed in its 
structure and included in the strategic plan of 
the University of Bologna for 2021, with the 
aim of making Alma Mater the university of 
reference in Italy for the development of 
startups and spin-offs.  

It operates with the support of two main 
partners: Confindustria Emilia Area Centro, 
partner of the incubator, and Intesa Sanpaolo.



What are we looking for

Advice Fundings Collaboration

Advice and 
improvements 

about the Industry 

help us grow and 
continue with our 

mission

If you believe in our 
mission and want to 

be part of us 



Thank You
morelli.alessio@morellitech.it    

  info@morellitech.it 

www.morellitech.it
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